
I hope our members all had a great Long Weekend. The weather presented a 
challenging decision for sailing as Saturday and Monday were wind-free, while Sunday 
had lovely wind but was wet. Thanks to Meteorologist, Ted, we were able to find a space 
between rain clouds and just managed to (almost) complete a Sunday race. An 
untimely, weak and unexpected tornado warning ended the race prematurely after only 
two boats officially finished a shortened course. Thanks is due to Paul Johnson for 
ensuring that all boats were warned and race was terminated. This is a sad reminder of 
our changing climate. 
 
You may remember that a few weeks ago mention was made of expected finishing 
order. Well, the last few races have completely eliminated such expectations. And this 
has made for very interesting and exciting competitions! 
 
After a well-executed start, most boats headed right while the MacMurtry boat went left. 
It was thought that they had figured out a new strategy but turned out they were headed 
to the wrong mark. The Hall/Dibble boat led for some time but was overtaken by Hoggs, 
a repeat of the previous week’s close first/second finish. The MacMurtrys, with champion 
sailor Raines Colby on board, after realizing their initial error, managed to sail from 6th 
place to a third place finish. Had the race not been foreshortened, a very exciting and 
different finishing order could have resulted. Johnsons took fourth place, 
Douglas/Houlden fifth and Lobb with new racer and nephew Dilan Lobb finished sixth. 
 
The Leaderboard, as maintained by Rob Ballagh, stands as follows: 
 
Hogg: 7.5 
Hall: 10.5 
Johnson: 19 
MacMurtry: 24 
Lobb: 28 
Douglas: 33 
Houlden: 34 
 
Thanks, Rob! 
 
Thanks also to all sailors for their input regarding finding the best solution to the 
weekend’s weather dilemma - much appreciated; and thanks to Warren and John for 
setting the marks on Saturday and Sunday. 
 
So far weather for this coming weekend’s outing looks very promising. Hopefully we will 
see you on the water! 
 
Cheers, 
 
Sue Tovee 
Commodore, 2020 


